In this paper, the concept of regular generalized weakly-closed (rgwclosed) sets in topological spaces introduced in [2] is further investigated. Related concepts such as the rgw-interior and rgw-closure of a set are also studied. Moreover, some properties of quasi rgw-open and quasi rgw-closed functions are introduced.
Introduction
The concept of regular open sets was introduced by M. Stone [5] [4] also introduced and investigated the concepts of semi weakly generalized closed (swg-closed) sets and regular weakly generalized closed (rwg-closed) sets. In 2012, Mishra, et. al. [2] defined a new generalization of closed sets called regular generalized weakly (rgw-closed) sets. A set B is rgw-closed if int(B) ⊆ U whenever B ⊆ U for any regular semi-open set U. They proved that this new class of sets lies between swg-closed sets and rwg-closed sets. They also established the relationships between different generalizations of closed sets and rgw-closed sets in topological spaces.
In this paper, the concepts of rgw-closed and rgw-open sets (complement of rgw-closed set) are further investigated. Also, the study of quasi rgw-functions involving rgw-closed and rgw-open sets are characterized.
Throughout this paper, space (X, T) (or simply X) always means a topological space on which no separation axioms are assumed unless explicitly stated. For a subset A of a space X, A, int(A), and A c denote the closure of A, interior of A, and complement of A in X, respectively. 
Theorem 2.6. [2] Every closed set is rgw-closed.
rgw-Interior and rgw-Closure of a Set
In [2] , Mishra et al. proved that the set X\ {x} is rgw-closed or regular semiopen for every x ∈ X. As a consequence, every singleton point in X is either rgw-open or regular semi-closed. In this paper, we proved a more stronger statement, that is, Theorem 3.1. The set X\ {x} is rgw-closed for every x ∈ X.
Proof : Let x ∈ X and X\{x} ⊆ U where U is a regular semi-open set in X. 
Therefore, rgw-(A) = A. 
(e) For each x ∈ X and each rgw-nbd U of x in X, there exists a nbd V of
Theorem 4.3. A function f : X → Y is quasi rgw-open if and only if for any subset A of Y and for any
Then B is closed in Y and
which is open in Y . Therefore, f is a quasi rgw-open function.
Theorem 4.4. Let f : X → Y be a bijective function. Then f is quasi rgwopen if and only if it is quasi rgw-closed.
Proof : Let f be quasi rgw-open and Proof : Let F be a closed set in X. By Theorem 2.6, F is rgw-closed in X.
Since f is quasi rgw-closed, f (F ) is closed in Y . Hence, f is a closed function.
